DARWIN TURF CLUB
Saturday 26th October 2013
Track: Good
Penetrometer: n/a
Weather: Fine
Rail: True position
Stewards: L Twomey (Chairman), J Hamilton (OAM), L Lane, R Hamilton, J
Lattenstein
Deputy Stewards: C Manley, A Napier, L Jackson
Veterinary: Howard Springs Veterinary Clinic
Number of Races: 4
Number of Runners: 26
Stakes Paid: $46,300
Race 1 – Class B Handicap - 1300 metres:
When the gates opened LIGHT SAX jumped in onto BOURSE which then shifted out
bumping LIGHT SAX for several strides.
BUGSY was slow to muster speed when the start was effected.
BOURSE had a tendancy to lay out rounding the turn.
Ms F Bergstrand, rider of BUGSY, was found guilty of a charge under
AR137(A)(4)(g). The details being that she used her whip on BUGSY unnecessarily
when that gelding was clearly winning. Ms Bergstrand used her whip on
approximately 18 occasions in the straight when she was clearly winning.
Acting under AR196(2) stewards ordered Ms Bergstrand forfeit her riding fee and 50
% of her prize money in relation to this race.
1st

BUGSY

2nd

BATTERY PARK

3rd

BOURSE

Race 2 – 0 – 64 Handicap - 1000 metres:
When the gates opened BOMBER which jumped awkwardly, jumped in onto IN
REALITY which also jumped outwards.
SOUTH BAY GIRL bounded on jumping away.
Approaching the first turn CORONA GIRL attempted to lay in and in doing so
bumped CORDELIA. CORONA GIRL then raced ungenerously for some distance as
a consequence.
In the straight BIG ISLAND attempted to roll out on several occasions.
BLACK MARIA lost its off fore plate during the event.
Subsequent to the event the Clubs Veterinary surgeon inspected PLEASURE OR
PAIN and reported he could find no apparent abnormalities.

1st BIG ISLAND

2nd

3rd

BLACK MARIA

CORONA GIRL

Race 3 – 0 - 58 Handicap - 1200 metres:
When the gates opened STYLISH CRUISER shifted out onto ITSA PUNT, taking
that gelding out onto HAMISH BOY.
Shortly after the start HAMISH BOY which was receiving pressure from its inside
shifted out bumping TAJ MAHER on the hindquarters.
During the event NOBLE SUCCESS suffered a bleeding attack. Mr S Clarke, trainer
of NOBLE SUCCESS was advised of his obligations under AR53A.
Subsequent to the event Mr C Pollard reported TAJ MAHER was lame in the near
fore. The Club’s Veterinary sugeon inspected TAJ MAHER and confirmed that it was
lame in the near fore. Mr Pollard was advised that a satisfactory veterinary certificate
must be produced prior to that gelding racing again.
1st

TAJ MAHER

2nd NOBLE SUCESS

3rd

HAMISH BOY

Race 4 – 0 – 58 Handicap – 1200 metres:
On jumping away IT’S HOME bounded.
Over the concluding stages HERCULEAN had a tendency to roll out.
Subsequent to the event COURTING MAGIC had blood in one nostril. Ms K Petrick,
trainer of COURTING MAGIC will be advised that the mare must gallop over 1000
metres in the presence of the stewards prior to racing again.
1st

ALITTLEVOLCANIC

2nd

HERCULEAN

3rd IT’S HOME

Stewards today questioned dual license holder S Hillebrand regarding matters
relating to him riding track work at Fannie Bay racecourse.
S Hillebrand was advised that under AR82 no person while mounted on a horse is
permitted to use any telephone, radio or other electronic appliance, apparatus,
instrument or equipment capable of receiving, transmitting or playing information. S
Hillebrand was also reminded that under AR87AAA when mounted on any horse
during periods of darkness he must have an approved light attached to his helmet
and it must be turned on and functional.
S Hillebrand was further advised that the Club’s track supervisor is employed as an
official and as such he should ensure that he obeys any proper direction given by the
track supervisor and that he should conduct himself in an appropriate manner
towards all officials including the track supervisor.

Swab samples were taken from all winners.
Summary;
Suspensions:

Nil

Fines:

Nil

Reprimands:

Nil

Forfeit Riding Fee:

Race 1 F Bergstrand

Embargoes:

Race 3 TAJ MAHER
Race 4 COURTING MAGIC

